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ABSTRACT Twin town pairs along the German-Polish border are a relatively new phenomenon, as the new border separated some town parts from their core areas in 1945. The relations between the bordering countries have experienced several crucial changes since then. This article analyzes the demographic conditions of small cross-border urban areas in peripheral positions and their spatial development in dependency of the permeability of the border, by examining the example of Görlitz/Zgorzelec. The focus of this article lies on the integration process of German-Polish border twin towns.
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Introduction

German Görlitz and Polish Zgorzelec constitute one of several twin town pairs along the German-Polish border. In Europe, the phenomenon of border twin towns emerged especially after periods of political upheaval, such as wars or the collapse of the Eastern Bloc (Waack 2000: 19). The examples along the recent German-Polish border have been in existence only since the end of World War II. German-Polish border twin towns share the same basic conditions for integration, such as political frames for urban and economic development and international relations, as well as similar economic conditions and levels of personal interchange across the border. Furthermore, all of these towns represent the same type of small cross-border urban areas in a peripheral position within the settlement network of the respective countries (Székely 2007: 242; Hardi 2010).

The geographical position referring to the border, as well as the impact of the border itself, is important for the typography of twin towns in terms of their location within the human settlement network. Their development is related to the character of the border in terms of interchange level and accessibility. Both of these factors changed many times during the short history of this border. The following classification allows an examination of the evolution of the border character by these terms (Martinez 1994).

Some borders allow no or only very limited interaction between both sides (alienated borderlands). Another type describes borders with formalized controls and strong access regulations on at least one side, which, however, allow for limited bi-national interactions (co-existent borderlands). Beside these hard categories, two types of “soft border” can be
distinguished: one with only sporadic formal controls of the crossing by persons, but usually more restrictive control of transported goods (interdependent borderlands), and another one where most restrictions are suspended and are usually not noticeable for crossers (integrated borderlands).

These four types of border, classified by Martinez, followed each other in succession on the German-Polish border, so that they can also be considered as stages of the permeability status of the border. Therefore, after a short overview of Polish-German twin towns and of the undivided town of Görlitz, the next four sections of this article track the evolution of the border, after the scheme of Martinez, and focus as well on the integration process of the German-Polish border twin towns as exemplified in Görlitz/Zgorzelec, with a particular focus on the town’s urban development as an important indicator of integration (Waack 2000: 24–25). Since the most important driving force of integration is the local population, the article also discusses the demographic element.

The specifics of the divided border towns along the Oder and Lusatian Neisse

The twin towns along the recent Polish-German border are historically specific insofar as all of them are divided by the national border, while most twin towns in the history of Central Europe were divided by an inner border between the urban nucleus and a younger urban sites. Such typical twin towns were established in the territories where the Magdeburg Law came into use. In most cases, the older cities were bigger and eventually absorbed their neighbouring twin town, as in Breslau/Wrocław, with New Town (Neustadt) incorporated already in 1327 (Strauchold and Eysymontt 2016: 9–12). In Prussia, most such New Towns were incorporated in 1810, in the context of the Stein-Hardenberg Reforms which changed town regulations.

Even if the core towns of the twin pairs on the German-Polish border look back on a long past, their history as twin towns is relatively short. Each of these pairs were actually a one-town organism until 1945, when in the aftermath of the Second World War the territories east of the rivers Oder (Polish: Odra) and Lusatian Neisse (German: Lausitzer Neiße, Polish: Nysa Łużycka) were ceded to Poland. Altogether six towns were parted this way, with two of the original town cores now lying on the Polish side (namely Küstrin/Kostrzyn nad Odrą and Guben/Gubin).

Due to the destruction of the war, the former outskirts of Forst (Forst-Berge, now Polish Zasieki) and Bad Muskau (Lugnitz, now Polish Łęknica) on the Polish side, as well as of Küstrin on the German side (former town districts Kietz, Kuhbrückenvorstadt and some islands on the Oder) lost their urban character and – as a direct consequence – also the town privileges. Only Łęknica eventually obtained its own town privileges, in 1956. Nevertheless, in the face of the growing meaning of transnational spatial planning within the scope of the EU, it could in some cases be fruitful to consider also the pairs Forst/Zasieki and Kostrzyn/Küstrin-Kietz as twin towns.

The impact of all of the towns strongly declined after their division. The growth impulses in Poland have been generally much weaker in the borderlands than in Germany. The German towns are more populous than their Polish counterparts. This is especially true for Frankfurt.
and Görlitz, which have to some degree been assuming their historic functions as regional centres for the Polish towns, since Poland joined the EU in 2004.

The undivided City of Görlitz

The towns of Görlitz and Zgorzelec lie roughly halfway between Saxony’s capital city Dresden and the Silesian metropolis of Wrocław. The medieval core developed at the junction of two important trade routes: the east-west Via Regia, and a branch of the north-south central German land route on the Western (now German) bank of the Lusatian Neisse.

The name of the present day town can trace its origins to “villa Gorelic”, which first appeared in 1071 and reflected the Slavonic origin of the local population. As the local elites consisted of in-migrants from other parts of the Holy Roman Empire, and later on from Prussia, the town population was predominant German-speaking.

The former merchant settlement developed quickly. The area of the old town was already completely built-up by the 13th century. Soon, the town became an important hub of political and economic power in the region. Görlitz expanded east of the Neisse already in 1492, as the city obtained woodlands on the right bank. This area was economically exploited, but remained almost unpopulated for a long time. In the course of the industrial revolution (and due to the Stein-Hardenberg Reforms) in the 19th century, the urban development of Görlitz expanded beyond its medieval walls.

The textile industry created the economic basis for the rapid urbanization of Görlitz in the 19th century. Factories and mills were constructed on the bank of the Neisse, using the river as an energy source. Industrialization accelerated the development of the eastern suburb of Görlitz, Neißevorstadt, where a small settlement had existed since the Middle Ages. The Neisse Bridge connected the town centre with its eastern suburb (Zubrzycki 2009).

Soon, other industries, especially engineering, replaced the declining textile industry. Thanks to its location between the Saxon and the Silesian industrial areas, Görlitz quickly became one of the most important transportation hubs in this part of Germany. The functional urban centre shifted eventually from the Old Town in the direction of the railway station. Rapid population growth in the 19th century led to the extension of urban development on the eastern bank of the Neisse as well, with new bridges connecting both parts of town.

A systematic development of the eastern bank did not begin, however, until the 20th century. In 1929, as the incorporation of Moys (today Zgorzelec-Ujazd) was accomplished, the area of the town grew to 30.55 km², with Laubaner Vorstadt (Przedmieście Lubańskie), Neißevorstadt (Przedmieście Nyskie), and Moys (Ujazd) on the opposite bank of the Neisse covering more than half of this area. The population reached 103 400 in early 1945, which was the highest level in Görlitz before its division (Lammert 2010: 32). More than 90 % of the inhabitants lived west of the Neisse. Building activity concentrated in the newly incorporated areas. Until 1944, there were already 5 614 apartments (or 17.5 % of the whole town) on the eastern bank of the river (Wenzel 2002: 10–40). Some of the new housing estates could not be completed until the Second World War, but they predetermined the development of housing after the division.
Broken bonds

The old city of Görlitz was divided as a result of the Potsdam Agreement in the Polish and German part with the Lusatian Neisse forming along with the Oder the new Poland’s western border. Both towns found themselves in a relatively isolated and peripheral position.

By the end of the war in 1945, 31 007 people were still living in the town. Soon, the town, especially its German part, became a transit camp for German refugees and expellees from the territories lost to Poland seeking a new home in Germany. Initially, some of them, however, gathered on the border in the hope that they would be allowed to return home (Jajeśniak-Quast and Stokłosa 2000: 32). Also, displaced persons liberated from German slave labour camps were heading east. The population of Görlitz exceeded 100 000 people for a few months. In the face of the overwhelming population influx, the basic supply situation became critical. The local administration felt constrained to accommodate the newcomers in the barracks of the former forced labour camp in Biesnitzer Grund (a satellite camp of the Groß-Rosen concentration camp) and to call on the migrants to leave the town as soon as possible (Opilowska 2013: 79–82).

The dramatic population growth in Görlitz in the first years after the war revealed the urgent need for compensational areas for urban development, which could replace the lost
town districts on the eastern bank of the Neisse. In 1949, Klingewalde and Weinhübel were incorporated, followed by Groß Biesnitz and Klein Biesnitz in 1952. The town’s surface area increased up to 25.83 km².

The former eastern districts of Görlitz constituted the new Polish town of Zgorzelice, before the Commission for the Determination of Place Names established the more recent name of Zgorzelec, in 1946 (Rospund 1948). The authorities in Zgorzelec faced the more difficult task of converting the former peripheral districts into an independent town with all the corresponding functions. Even if the area within the city limits of Zgorzelec was slightly bigger (15.9 km²) than the area of Görlitz on the western river bank (14.6 km²), the main urban area, along with the larger part of the urban infrastructure, remained on the German side (1949–1990: the German Democratic Republic; since 1990: the Federal Republic of Germany).

When the Soviets formally transferred the administration of Zgorzelec to the Polish military on May 21, 1945 (in fact, the Polish military authorities took it over ten days later), there were still about 10 000 German inhabitants in the town (of about 12 000 in 1944), as well as about 55 000 expellees and refugees from other areas in now Polish Western territories who camped in Zgorzelec and could not leave, since the border was closed in the first days of the Polish administration (Hoche 2005: 11). In June, all Germans in the Polish-German border zone were forced to leave for Germany (Wóycicki 2013: 56–79). Every day up to 1 000 Germans from other areas in the now Polish Western territories queued on the temporary floating bridge. It caused chaos on the both sides of the border, until it was repeatedly closed, in December 1945 (Bednarek 1991: 26).

Due to its location directly on the border, the town initially became a prohibited area. The resettlement of people from the former Polish eastern territories (kresy), which were incorporated into the Soviet Union in 1945, had only a minor impact here, unlike in most other places in the so-called recovered territories (i.e. pre-war German territories ceded to Poland in 1945). Among the first settlers were Polish prisoners of war and the military (Opilowska 2013: 82–85). As professionals were needed for the setup of the communal infrastructure and other works in Zgorzelec, not all Germans were allowed to leave. 2 440 Germans were still the minority population group at the end of 1945. As soon as possible, they were replaced by Polish staff and only 17 Germans were still in the town in 1949 (Serafin, Gliński, Gostyńska and Fajerman 2011: 62–63). In 1949 and 1950, 14 500 refugees from the Greek civil war caused a temporary growth in population, though a large number of them were soon relocated to other places. Another short-term population influx occurred when a migration centre for about 2 000 Soviet Jews with Polish citizenship was established in Zgorzelec, in 1957. They quickly left Zgorzelec (Teichert 2011: 97).

Since the repopulation of Zgorzelec proceeded slowly, despite the high temporary fluctuation waves, urban planning in Zgorzelec was focused on the creation and reconstruction of the social and transportation infrastructure (but not in the direction of Germany), while new housing development did not play any important role in the first decade.

The division of the town had serious consequences for the urban development on both sides. Despite the damage to 1 590 buildings (115 totally destroyed or heavily damaged), the historic layout of Görlitz remained almost completely intact, since Görlitz had not
experienced larger air raids. However, the road infrastructure was seriously impacted by the withdrawing German troops who blew up every single bridge over the Neisse just two days before the end of the war (Wenzel 2002: 31–37). While industrial facilities in several factory complexes in Görlitz were dismantled and taken away to the Soviet Union as war compensation, there was almost no industry in Zgorzelec (Stokłosa 2010: 71). A lignite mine, the majority of the forest estates, and the gas works were situated in Zgorzelec, which, in turn, lacked water works, which remained in Görlitz, as well as most communal facilities like hospitals, schools and theatre. The supply situation obliged authorities on both sides of the border to cooperate. Amid the hostile relations between Germany and Poland in the first years after the war, the local authorities of Görlitz and Zgorzelec conducted a barter exchange of gas and water, starting in 1947 (Weger 2006: 48–49). The shared telephone network existed even until 1990.

Due to the peripheral position of both towns as a result of the new border along the Neisse and the demolition of bridges, the importance of the town as a transportation hub decreased markedly. The Agreement Concerning the Demarcation of the Established and the Existing Polish-German State Frontier, signed in Zgorzelec under Soviet pressure in 1950, did not bring important changes to the situation on the border between the towns. Despite the official proclaimed friendship between the Polish People’s Republic and the German Democratic Republic, the relationship between the countries remained hostile for several years (Zięba and Zając 2009: 106–107). Access to the border area remained prohibited. There was no collaboration between the towns straddling the border (Jajeński-Quast and Stokłosa 2000: 67–72). The destroyed railway viaduct over the Neisse was not fully repaired until 1957, although the first trains had crossed already in 1956 (Wóycicki 2013: 127–128). Only one bridge for car and passenger traffic was rebuilt and opened as a border crossing, in 1958. This date marked a change in the character of the border dividing Görlitz/Zgorzelec.

**Sister cities**

In the course of the following decades, most urban development in Görlitz concentrated on the outskirts, especially in these new town districts. Extensive new housing estates were initially constructed in Weihnhübel, where 4 300 apartments were built in 1958–1973 (Waack 2010a: 23–24). Due to the enormous needs and socialist political principles, new houses were constructed as large panel system buildings. Between 1956 and 1975, only 204 housing units (of 4 900) were built as detached houses, mainly in Landeskronensiedlung (Rat der Stadt Görlitz 1985: 13–15).

Among the important public buildings constructed in the GDR era was the “Stadium of Friendship” (built in 1951), an astronomical observatory in Biesnitz (1970), an indoor swimming pool (1972), as well as several hospitals, professional schools and colleges (Rat der Stadt Görlitz 1985: 13–17).

In the meantime, the historic urban structure of the central districts was neglected by planning authorities. The maintenance works covered the main churches and some other important public buildings. Although the local monument protection authorities voiced the need for improvement of the historical structures in the Old Town as early as 1975, there
were almost no public investments in the old housing stock until the end of the 1980s (Bernd and Werner 2000: 16), as the GDR authorities promoted their concept of affordable modern housing, preferably in the form of estates of large apartment buildings with higher living standards. Old houses were officially considered as obsolete relics of capitalism. Moreover, GDR officials feared potential discussions concerning ownership of the pre-war buildings, as a large number of the owners lived in West Germany or West Berlin and the legal issues were not completely cleared up. Also, the policy of low rental fees left no financial leeway for larger renovations (see Vogel 2002: 38–42).

After the 1950s the population numbers decreased due to out-migration and low birth rates. Besides the intense emigration to West Germany, the numbers out-migrating to Berlin and, starting in the 1960s, to the nearby industrial town of Weißwasser (Upper Sorbian: Běla Woda) and its surroundings, were high (Bernd and Werner 2000: 14). Nonetheless, at the beginning of the 1970s, there were still 4,000 people waiting for an apartment. In 1973/74, the central urban planning authorities in Berlin provided more than 6,000 dwelling units for Görlitz. They were finally built in Königshufen, in the north, while the new housing areas of the 1950s and 1960s were located south of the town core. The need for housing in Görlitz was satisfied by the early 1980s (Bernd and Werner 2000: 13–25).

In 1959–65, south of Zgorzelec, the large open-pit brown coal mine of Turów (formerly Hirschfelde) was enlarged and associated power plants were built. This boosted the development of Zgorzelec, where some suppliers and a machine engineering works were established. Population growth at this time created demand for new dwellings, which were initially built to the south and northeast of the town core. Until 1980, more than 3,000 new apartments were constructed in the new residential areas. The surroundings and untitled areas of the unfinished pre-war garden city estate by Paderewski Park (formerly Georg-Wiesner-Park) in the north, was also built up with multi-storey concrete panel buildings known today as Osiedle Centralne (“Central Housing Estate”). In the 1980s, the Zachód (“West”) housing estate in Zgorzelec was extended. The space between the town core and Ujazd was gradually built up. The concrete panel estate Słoneczne (“Sunny Estate”) emerged in the south, as well as Północ (“North”) in the north. Furthermore, about 500 single-family houses were constructed (Bednarek 1991: 25).

In 1966, the governments of the GDR and Poland signed an agreement about the recruitment of workers. It was one of the few steps towards concrete cooperation between the GDR and Poland which were never arranged at the local level in this period. Polish employees worked in some companies in Görlitz (Jajeśniak-Quast and Stoklosa 2000: 74–77). This agreement was associated with the shortage of the workforce in Eastern Germany due to out-migration to West Germany.

From the 1970s, at least the official relationships between the GDR and Poland distinctly improved. In 1972, most access restrictions for the citizens of Poland and GDR on the border crossings were abolished, and some official collaboration was made between the local authorities, such as the cultural exchange agreement between Görlitz and Zgorzelec in 1973. Beside some cultural events, in 1976 an urban planning competition for Polish and East German architects was held as one of the first signs of collaboration between Görlitz and Zgorzelec. In 1978, the first town map displaying the both twin towns was published.
However, in 1980 the GDR unexpectedly implemented strict border restrictions for both GDR and Polish citizens, just after both towns had signed a partnership agreement. It was a sudden response to the rise of the opposition Solidarność movement in Poland, the state fearing that the political tensions could also affect East Germany (Jajeśniak-Quast and Stokłosa 2000: 77–95). Binational cooperation activities were interrupted. Also, the results of the planning competition to remodel the historic urban centre of Görlitz in a modern, socialist style were scrapped, officially due to the project’s high costs (Waack 2010b: 30). Nonetheless, from late 1982 some local binational exchanges were resumed, but they were not as intense as previously, until the end of the GDR (Jajeśniak-Quast and Stokłosa 2000: 95–101).

**Picture 2: Zgorzelec: Osiedle Centralne**
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**Timid encounter and intense cooperation**

In the 1990s, the officials of Görlitz and Zgorzelec began to take several cooperative measures. Already in 1991 the mayors of both towns signed a cooperation agreement, and several agreements between communal institutions of both towns followed (Jajeśniak-Quast and Stokłosa 2000: 101–160). In the same year, the medieval Six City Alliance (1346–1808) between Bautzen, Görlitz, Kamenz, Lauban (Lubań), Löbau and Zittau was formally revived. The original Six City Alliance had been the main source of political power and successful economic development for its members, while the modern revival (which actually, with Zgorzelec, comprises seven towns) has primarily a symbolic function and as a shared tourism promotion board. A more powerful regional cooperation initiative was the establishment
of the Czech-German-Polish Euroregion Nisa/Neiße/Nysa, supported by the Association of European Border Regions (ABER) in the same year (Osekowski 1998). The local authorities not only supported cultural and sport exchange, but eventually established formal collaboration in many areas including tourism, education, medical care, and transportation. For example, the local bus lines connecting Görlitz and Zgorzelec, as well as the local taxis, could cross the border without queuing at the checkpoint.

In 1991, the reciprocal agreement of visa-free travel between Germany and Poland was approved, but some border restrictions, especially for Polish citizens, were still in effect. Also, private contacts led to the organization of common cultural events and grass-roots cooperation. Local businesses profited from the new opportunities, and trade exchange increased quickly. Initially, German customers especially sought out inexpensive goods and basic services in the small shops and the large open-air marketplace in Zgorzelec, while Polish customers sought more consumer choices in the West (Waack 2000: 142–153). Eventually, large shopping centres developed on the outskirts of Zgorzelec, where international, and German, companies located their shops, together with road-side sales. Due to the gap in production and rental costs between Poland and Germany, they could compete against the shopping facilities in Görlitz, and due to their assortment and the location, the large marketplace was finally closed down in 2007. The competition between Görlitz and Zgorzelec grew and the shopping centres in Germany were able to attract Polish customers due to their specialization.

The cooperation intensified after Polish accession to the EU in 2004. A symbolic expression of common bonds was the opening ceremony of the reconstructed Old Town Bridge between Görlitz and the former Neißevorstadt in Zgorzelec, right on the day of Polish accession.

**Picture 3: Neissebreucke: The Old Town Bridge during the opening ceremony, May 1, 2004**

Source: Christoph Waack
The historic part of Neißevorstadt, which lies opposite Old Town, gained a renewed vitality and urban upgrade. In the course of the redevelopment of this area, a new administrative and commercial centre emerged in the untilled areas of the former Töpferberg (today known as Plac Pocztowy).

The historical areas of Görlitz have experienced a large-scale redevelopment since the 1990s. The urban modernization has been heavily subsidised by the Federal Government as well as the federal state of Saxony, which helped to preserve the architectural heritage. The inner city with the Old Town has become an attractive and coveted residential area. Nevertheless, the town’s population numbers almost halved during the 1990s (Bednarek 1991: 22) and have only slowly recovered in recent years. Its new image as one of the most beautiful towns in Germany has been reinforced by an intense media presence, since the Old Town became a popular filming location. The large panel housing estates of the socialist era, especially in the northern and western outskirts, are steadily shrinking (Stadt Görlitz 2005‒2016). In the district of Königshufen alone, vacancies make up to 25 % of 5 800 apartments in the large socialist residential estate which was built in 1977–1986. In the face of enormous population losses, the first refurbishing measures were stopped, in 1997. In 2006, the town authorities addressed a postcard campaign to the dwellers of the large suburban panel houses and promoted the advantages of living in the refurbished Old Town. This campaign was strongly opposed by both the private housing administrative organizations of the suburban housing estates and the dwellers themselves (Sulzer 2013: 122–123). The original plans to demolish the whole estate were cancelled; however, between 2002–2008, buildings with a total of about 1 000 apartments were demolished within the framework of the state’s “Town-Renovation East” programme (Etscheid 2008). The ongoing demand for high quality living space in Zgorzelec is now being addressed, partly through cross-border cooperation (Waack 2010b: 37).

The privatization of the housing stocks in the early 1990s could not quickly satisfy the need for improvements in the conditions of the houses, as the new owners often did not have the resources for the necessary maintenance work, especially in Zgorzelec where purchasing power has been lower. In both towns, public and private housing and infrastructure upgrading proceeded with the help of state and EU resources.

Some of the factories built or enlarged in the GDR had to close down during the transition to a market economy. Traditional branches like optical engineering were hit hard. The open-pit mine and the large power plant in the south of Görlitz were closed in 1997 and left 6 000 jobless (Heppert 2000: 12). While the unemployment rate has dropped from 21.5 % to 15.6 % since 1998, the last large employer, Bombardier (former Waggon- und Maschinenbau Görlitz – WUMAG), reported plans for extensive job cuts in Germany. The largest employer for the population in Zgorzelec is still the mine and power plant in nearby Turów, but the machine engineering works in Zgorzelec declared bankruptcy amid the slight unemployment rate of 4.4 % in 2015 (Główny Urząd Statystyczny 2017).

After 1990, retail centres, warehouses and other large-scale industries spread out into the open countryside, especially the area to the north of Görlitz and east of Zgorzelec. The extensive area of the former open-pit mine in Görlitz has been returned to nature and a leisure area has been created which could indicate the future development of similar areas on the opposite side of the border nearby to Zgorzelec.
As a result of the administrative incorporation of several villages in the 1990s, Görlitz increased its area to 67 km², while there were no significant changes to the town limits of Zgorzelec (which occupies 15.8 km²). Despite the incorporations, the population decline of Görlitz escalated after 1989. This trend changed in the last few years due to immigration from abroad, especially from Poland. Polish citizens (2,639 in May 2016) make up 60% of all foreign citizens (Wilkommensbündnis Görlitz 2017). As the rental charges in Zgorzelec and other Polish towns went up quickly last years, and in some segments of the real estate market prices are now even higher than in Görlitz, a new category of Polish migrants moved to the German side. Some Polish citizens live in Görlitz and work on the Polish side of the border. Both construction companies and real estate agents focus their offers on inhabitants of Zgorzelec.

As in most German towns, refugees have also contributed to the growing population in Görlitz amid the European migrant crisis. Since 2014, the number of foreign citizens in the city has almost doubled and their share grew up to 9.2% of 56,188 inhabitants in 2016 (Die Stadt Görlitz 2017).

On the scale of the twin towns, for a long time the growth in Zgorzelec almost compensated for the population loss in Görlitz, so that the overall population of the combined urban area was comparable to before the division, until the radical changes that took place within the framework of the systemic transition in 1989. Then, Zgorzelec’s population also started to decrease. Since their peak in 1994 (36,766), the population numbers have fallen by 15%, to 31,089 in 2016. There are no significant numbers of foreigners in Zgorzelec. This led to an overall population decline in Görlitz/Zgorzelec, dropping from 113,433 inhabitants in 1988 to 85,725 in 2014. The recent population growth in Görlitz has changed this trend (2016: 87,277).

From the time that the A4 motorway connected Germany and Poland, in 1996, just north of the twin town limits, the border crossing point on the bridge in the inner city area became less important. This old border crossing, which had been the busiest in South Poland, caused enormous problems both for the residents and for travellers due to huge all-day traffic jams. In 1990, already 8.4 million persons passed through annually, before the visa restrictions were abolished (Bednarek 1991: 26).

The car traffic problem was not the only difficult border issue in this area in the 1990s. Due to the huge wealth and price gap between Poland and Germany (as well as the European Union, or European Community as it was at the time), the vicinity of the twin town was a hot spot of smuggling both wares and people, with many illegal migrants trying to cross the Neisse. The population of Görlitz was also afraid of increasing crime in the town caused by people from abroad. A number of crimes, especially larceny (shoplifting and theft of bikes, cars, tractors, and construction vehicles), committed by alien citizens has indeed been reported. In 2016, more almost a quarter of suspects were Polish or Czech citizens. Even if these numbers were higher in the towns and localities directly on the border, according

---

1 Numbers taken from the Central Statistical Office of Poland (Główny Urząd Statystyczny 2017). Following the more reliable data of the municipality authorities, the recent population numbers are lower: 30,067 at the end of 2016 (Delegatura Krajowego Biura Wyborczego w Jeleniej Górze 2017).
to police statistics, Görlitz and Zgorzelec are still relatively safe places, and against expectations, the crime rate has continuously decreased since EU accession (Sterbling and Burgheim 2006; Guggenheimer 2005: 90–96; Polizei Sachsen 2016).

Implementation of the Schengen Agreement in Poland in 2007 created more possibilities and legal instruments for the further increase in joint undertakings and for dealing with urban planning. Meanwhile, there are local bus lines serving both towns, but the ambitious plan to expand the tram network on the Polish side will probably have to wait a long time to be implemented.\(^2\) Despite various efforts from both the German and Polish sides since the nineties to build up cross-border cooperation, the town has not entirely recovered from the division, yet. The differences in mindset as well as different policies in the respective countries make it harder to cooperate. So, the police in Görlitz are subject to the federal state (Saxony in this case) or the municipal authorities, while policing is the responsibility of the Polish Republic in Zgorzelec. Most operations concerning cross-border issues, such as bridge renovations, must be approved by the national authorities. One of the most problematic issues in recent years has been flood management (Weiler 2013: 219–225). Still, common urban management measures, common sessions of both town councils, cross-border municipal transportation between Görlitz and Zgorzelec, and joint police patrols on both sides of the border, as well as the joint bid for the European Capital of Culture programme, have made Görlitz/Zgorzelec into a model twin town for regions characterized by distinct language frontiers, welfare gap, and historical resentments.

**Conclusions**

Whether the division of Görlitz in 1945 due to the new border can be considered the beginning of the existence of twin towns depends on the definition of twin towns. With regard to common developments, the tradition of twin towns like Görlitz/Zgorzelec, which was jointly proclaimed by *Europe Town* in 1998 (Makaro 2011: 32–34), the history is much shorter. Görlitz and Zgorzelec have gone through four phases of neighbouring relations since the division. These phases correspond to the border types defined by Martinez and are typical for twin towns on the Polish-German border, since they all share the same political development. The distinction between each phase is not always unambiguous.

Directly after the division of Görlitz, before the political situation and its impact on Görlitz/Zgorzelec had even been clarified, both towns were engaged in the restoration of basic municipal functions, seeking for solutions on both sides of the river, but the dialogue between them broke off quickly. The re-launch of the train connection from Görlitz to Zgorzelec, in 1956, and the re-opening of the border crossing point in the town, in 1958, marked the end of the first phase (*alienation*). In the second phase (*co-existence*), some limited interactions between city administrators as well as the local populations of both towns did not result in any considerable collaboration.

\(^2\) Tram lines to Moys/Ujazd existed already between 1900 and 1945. Extension plans to Schönberg (today Sulików) were abandoned due to World War I (Bufe 1976: 107–125).
The third phase (interdependency) began as a visa-free regime was introduced for the citizens of both countries in 1972. Some official collaborative efforts between Görlitz and Zgorzelec were carried out. This phase was, however, interrupted in October 1980, as the GDR suddenly closed its borders with Poland due to the turmoil in Poland. Later in the 1980s, the border was re-opened, but the levels of access and the formal cooperation were much more restricted than in the 1970s. After the reciprocal agreement for visa-free travel between Germany and Poland in 1991, private contacts led to the cooperative organization of cultural events and grass-roots partnerships. The local authorities supported cultural cooperation and, eventually, established formal collaborations in many other areas including education, transportation, and urban planning. But some border restrictions, especially for Polish citizens, were still in effect.

The last phase (integration) began when Poland joined the EU in 2004. Formal and private relations expanded with the gradual inclusion of Poland in EU structures, especially as the Schengen Agreement came into force in Poland in 2007, and restrictions on the employment market for Polish citizens in Germany ceased in 2011.

Before 1990, the power determining the integration of the twin towns on the German-Polish border was the state. Since the 1990s, the regional and local political bodies as well as the citizens themselves gradually became much more influential on the process of integration. Although the collaboration on the local level has been backed by regional, national and European politicians, its intensity depends mostly on the local networks and activities of the town administrators and other local actors.

Full integration into one common urban organism, as was the case for both towns built before 1945, does not seem possible in the foreseeable future. Not only the different mindsets, but also the different competencies of local, regional, and national authorities in each country make it harder to cooperate. The impact of the recent nationalist rhetoric and atmosphere propagated by the Polish central government is, however, rather small on the local level. The cooperation in urban management in Görlitz and Zgorzelec as well as many joint cultural and citizens’ initiatives, have made Görlitz/Zgorzelec into a model twin town for regions characterized by distinct language frontiers, a welfare gap, and historical resentments.
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